AGENTSOFCCHANGE is more than a movie, it’s a movement.

AGENTS OF CHANGE

FILMS WITH A PURPOSE PRESENTS AGENTS OF CHANGE

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER SANDRA EVERS-MANLY  CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER JONATHAN LOGAN
EDITOR MARTA WOHL  CINEMATOGRAPHERS ASHLEY JAMES, ROBERT SHEPARD, DANIEL GOLD, VICENTE FRANCO
ORIGINAL MUSIC PATRICE RUSHEN  SOUND DESIGN PAUL ZAHNLEY, DISHER MUSIC AND SOUND
GRAPHIC DESIGN MICHAEL SAUL, MAT BALDWIN  ARCHIVAL COORDINATOR SAGE BRUCIA
COLORIST GARY COATES  POST-PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR JESSE SPENCER
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT ADAM GERARDIN  SPOKEN WORD ARTIST NIA IMANI DAWSON
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY FRANK DAWSON AND ABBY GINZBERG

MAJOR FUNDING PROVIDED BY THE REVA AND DAVID LOGAN FOUNDATION AND FILMS WITH A PURPOSE

www.AgentsofChangeFilm.com